THE MEANING OF
EVOLUTION
The Morphological Construction and
Ideological Reconstruction of
Darwin's Theory

ROBERT J. RICHARDS
Did Darwin see evolution as
progressive, directed toward
producing ever more advanced
forms of life? Most contemporary
scholars say no. In this challenge
to prevailing views, Robert J. Richards
says yes — and argues that current
perspectives on Darwin and his
theory are both ideologically
motivated and scientifically unsound.
Unlike most contemporary biologists
or historians and philosphers of
science, Richards holds that Darwin
did concern himself with the idea
of progress, or telos, drawing on
the traditional embryological
meanings of the terms "evolution"
and "descent with modification"
as he constructed his theory.
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Edited by CHARLES E. DINSMORE
In the 18th century the phenomenon of
animal regeneration captured the attention
and imagination of the era's naturalists and
intellectuals. This book chronicles this
crucial evolutionary stretch in the history of
developmental biology.

Molecular Vortices, Displacement
Current, and Light
DANIEL LSIEGEL
Maxwell's discovery of electromagnetic
theory of light is among the most
spectacular innovations in the history of
physics. Here, Siegel analyses Maxwell's
original texts and locates his work in the
contents and traditions of early physics
research.
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KARLJ. FINK
As well as being a distinguished poet,
Goethe was also a scientist, philosopher and
historian. This book covers the activities of
his mid-life, when he researched optics,
colour theory and plant morphology, and
contributed to writings in the history and
philosophy of science.
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'I believe this text to represent a major
achievement in collecting, analysing and
distilling for the reader, material forming an
intensely exciting chapter in modern
science.'
D. H. Perkins, Nature
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The Chemical Challenge to Medical and
Scientific Tradition in Early Modern
Europe
ALLEN G. DEBUS
Here Allen Debus narrates an important
episode whose contribution to the scientific
revolution has been largely ignored: the
long-standing contention between
Paracelsians and Galenists.
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This major new study analyses the contents
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attempt to discover how far they fulfilled
the expressed aim of promoting
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How do ideas become accepted by the
scientific community? How and why do scientists choose among empirically equivalent
theories? In this pathbreaking book translated
from the Italian, Marcello Pera addresses
these questions by exploring the politics,
rhetoric, scientific practices, and metaphysical assumptions that entered into the famous
Galvani-Volta controversy of the late eighteenth century.
"Readers will rejoice that their guide to
this episode is Marcello Pera, a scholar distinguished for historical learning coupled
with philosophical acumen. His presentation gives us reason to hope anew for the
fruitful results that will come from the
happy bonding of secure knowledge of the
history of science and true philosophic
insight." —From the loreward by I. Bernard Cohen
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